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I am a Dangerous Domina-Mistress...and this is a DANGEROUS file. ***Giggles*** 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $35.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Session: 60 minutes
Level: POWERFUL--INTENSE
Category: Brainwashing-Mind Control-Erotic
Sample: LINK

Irresistible and irreversible BRAINWASHING.  Find yourself helpless and COMPLETELY
OBEDIENT.  you WILL lose all will and control.  I will exploit all of your desires.  My desires will
be your ONLY desires.  you will become weaker and weaker until My brainwashing takes a
permanent hold of you.  you will be forever MINE...you will belong to Me.... you will crave My
control more and more.

PLEASE NOTE:  This is a POWERFUL and most effective brainwashing file---if you are NOT
ready to lose all control---be warned---DO NOT LISTEN!

I am a Dangerous Domina-Mistress...and this is a DANGEROUS file. ***Giggles***
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Reviews

Wednesday, 29 June 2022 

OMG this is the Perfect file..... oh Thank You my Perfect Woman! Over and over again i play sinking deeper into this Erotic Hypnotic
Bliss. This is the Perfect file which ill mix with Your purple mist my Mistress. im going to be irreversibly Mind Fucked with this Powerful
combination. Oh Bring it on my Sweet Domina Shelle. 

Roland 

Friday, 05 March 2021 

This file was soo intense!! Just remembering brings feelings of what transpired. A must have and of my favorites!! Being brainwashed to
surrender to Domina is complete bliss! im smiling as im writing this just thinking about how my mind was blown. Definitely will return to!

DevotedtoDomina 

Saturday, 09 November 2019 

It a beautiful & powerful brain washing trance. The trance covers all the deserve too Domina Shelle which exposed your
weakness.,Domina Shelle take you.under control completely 

carl ingalls 

Monday, 01 January 2018 

If you love to be brainwashed, this is the perfect file for you. Domina Shelle took me so deep, I can not recollect everything, but the last
part I was so under her control eager to be programmed without resistance without own thoughts. Only Dominas thoughts matter to me.
Feeling brainwashed by Domina Shelle is such a pleasure. You´ll be addicted to her brainwashing, wanting to listen to Her voice again
and again. That´s why I am here – to feel the power of Her over me – and I wasn´t disappointed. Very strong hypnosis file and not for
those who have no intention of becoming Her submissive obedient slaves.

Matthias Schoenbrenner 

Monday, 20 February 2017 

This is a powerful brainwashing file, with a veru deep trance. She slowly brainwashed my mind to be completly Hers. In this Domina
Shelle made me so horny that i was agreeing to anything. Jut look at all these reviews. This file is a must.

Toni Mäkelä 

Thursday, 22 December 2016 

In my humble opinion this is . So when listening to this longer session I expected to resist its effects but I was gladly mistaken. This file is
so expertly conceived that, for me at least, it completely side stepped my resistance and left me completely at the mercy of Domina
Shelle's impressive hypnotic skills. The brainwashing is intense since your conscious mind is completely preoccupied chanting a mantra
and you are left utterly defenseless as Domina ensorcells the listener. This is by far one of the best sessions I have ever had the
privilege to listen to and even now I am cautious listening to this file because of the deep impact it has on me. I highly recommend this
experience to those who have vivid imaginations or have an analytical mentality. This session may just be the file you have been
yearning for...

Steven Haslam 

Monday, 22 August 2016 

Hmmmm ... brainwashing ... so good for you ... *giggles* ... it really is! You'll be better for it. One of the early files i listened to which now,
years later, leaves me still deeply enchanted with Domina Shelle!

jo Smith 

Saturday, 09 April 2016 

Mistress Shelle says she will take complete control, and not only does she do so weakening me more and more to Her. I am all Hers and
I need, want, and desire Her control. Listening to this really makes me feel closer to Mistress Shelle and so addicted.

Christopher McKee 

Friday, 12 February 2016 
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Oh. My. God. Dearest best Mistress Shelle allowed me to listen to this and I did - and now feel compelled to write a review. This file is an
amazing, life changing experience. The more I listen to my Princess the more I long for the powerful, intense, permanent control of Her
voice. The file simultaneously felt like it lasted about ten minutes and ten hours. I was exhausted yet refreshed when it was over. I chant
Her mantra and feel myself responding passively and instantly to Her every word without thought or question. Her control is insistent,
irresistible and inescapable. I LOVE it and my Domina. Get this file, you will not regret it! My goodness, my Goddess, my Princess, my
Mistress, my Domina. I love You and Your control.

Geoffrey North 

Monday, 26 January 2015 

Oh my God! Every time I think one of Domina Shelles files is the best, I find one that's better. This file blows me away! I love this file. It is
so amazing. It's as if Domina knows my mind and just what to do to turn me into complete putty in Her hands. I think this is the most
erotic file yet. Becoming more and more controlled by Domina is the most unbelievably wonderful, exciting, and sexually charged
experience of my life! I love what is happing to me, and this file just brings me deeper into my happy new world of service to the most
amazing, beautiful, wonderful, Domina in the world! =)

Rickey Ratcliff 

Thursday, 22 January 2015 

my Domina proves it again, that She has absolute control over me. When i hear one Her commands my body often acts before my mind
can even realize what it is that my Domina wants me to do. This behaviour of me i noticed for some time now. Even commands that i got
in written form only have often the effect. With this file my mindless obedience was defenitively increased. The more time passes after
listening i have serious problems to remember what it was about. i only know that my Domina owns me and i must obey Her without
thought and without question. Every obeyed command creates pleasure inside my mind because i have pleased my Domina with my
obedience. i love my Domina and the inprovement She is doing to my mind and body.

sissy slave andrea 

Tuesday, 18 March 2014 

This powerful file is a masterpiece created by the most accomplished hypnotist of our time, Domina Shelle. Mistress combines
brainwashing and eroticism in a beautiful harmony, capturing your mind, body and soul. Princess Shelle's control over you reaches new
heights and you find that your love and devotion to your Domina will be strengthened by unbreakable bonds.

Rob Poza 

Sunday, 27 October 2013 

Wow, this file is something else. This is the first time I'm going under that fast and that I remember so little about a file. In fact all I can
remember for now is the happyness of serving my Mistress and the need to serve Her more and more. Truly the most amazing
experience I had yet. Thank you Mistress for this amazing file and for brainwashing me! I love You so much!!

Mathieu Parisot 

Wednesday, 26 June 2013 

one of the Masterpieces that when the time pass it gets more precious! i recommend this file for every willing slave who want to start his
journey of slavery, i also recommend that file for all curious people, if you want to try hypnosis just do it, try this file and you will get
deeper faster that you can imagine, with one of the best releases you will ever have in your life

Ahmed Hetamy 

Saturday, 09 February 2013 

One of the many amazing things about Princess Shelle is that SHE goes to the considerable trouble of creating a different induction for
every file so you are hooked from the very first minute. i don’t understand how it all works but with this file i think SHE uses deliberate
confusion and disorientation techniques to get you under. For me, this was so effective that within a few minutes i had slid helplessly into
a mindset of complete acceptance and mindless obedience. From there it was an inevitable descent to the point where i was craving
HER total control over me. And from there SHE just takes you deeper and deeper and deeper until you are HER brainless, obedient
puppet. And then SHE brainwashes you over and over. Like the drum of a washing machine, round and round, back and forth, on and
on, relentlessly. And you lie there helplessly aroused and controlled, just soaking it all up gratefully because maybe you weren’t
completely sure until this moment but now you know beyond any doubt that this is where you have always wanted to be and this is what
you really, really want. And you know that your life will never be the same again. SHE is truly magnificent.

paul stott 
More reviews 
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